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Answers with questions:–

Q1: How can we measure a curved line?

Ans– We can measure the length of a curved line by using a thread. Measure the length 

between the beginning and final mark on the thread.

Q2: What is motion and rest? Give some examples.

Ans– Change in position of an object with time is known as motion. examples of motion include:

running, cycling, jumping

Rest:– No change in motion of an object with time. examples of rest include: sleeping, sitting, 

standing,

Q3: Define rectilinear motion and give an example?

Ans– When objects move along a straight line such motion is called rectilinear motion. A 

sprinter in 100m race move along a straight track. This is an example of rectilinear motion

Q4: Distinguish between periodic and non-periodic motion.

Ans– In periodic motion the object always came after a time period whereas in non-periodic 

motion object does not always comes after a period of time.

Example of periodic motion-pendulum of clock and Example of non-periodic motion-time taken 

to go school

Q5: Give two examples to explain that a body can show more than one type of motion at the 

same.

Ans– 1. The wheel of a car moving exhibits circular and rectilinear motion simultaneously.

2. The Earth moving on its orbit shows circular and gravitational motion at the same time.

Q6: What is the difference between motion of a falling stone and motion of a stone tied to a 

tread and whirled with hand?



Ans – The motion of a falling stone is rectilinear motion and motion of a stone tied to a tread 

and whirled with hand is circular motion.

Q6: Match the items is Column A with the items in Column B:

Column A.                             Column B

1. Pendulum                    (a) Kelvin

2. Length.                            (b) Kilogram

3. Time                                  (c) Metre

4. Mass                     (d) Periodic motion

5. Temperature        (e) Second

Ans:– 1–d,  2–c,  3–e,   4–b,   5–a

Q7:Write True (T) or False (F) against the following statements in the given brackets:

1. Periodic motion is that which repeats itself after regular intervals of time. ( )

2. Motion in a straight line is called rectilinear motion. ( )

3. Motion of the needle of a sewing machine is circular motion. ( )

4. Motion of wheel of a bicycle is rectilinear. ( )

Ans:– 1– True,  2– True,  3– False,   4– False.

 


